Just think of the legend, Johnny, if your seedbeds had contained NITROFORM

When Johnny Appleseed walked barefooted ahead of the Western settlers to seed apple trees, he had to depend on luck and Mother Nature to supply nitrogen for the seedbed. Not so today. The modern horticulturist can be sure plants have long-lasting, nonburning nitrogen in the seedbed with Nitroform.

Nitroform® Hercules ureaform plant food contains 38% nitrogen in a nonburning form. Since Nitroform nitrogen is released slowly, it stays in the soil to become available as needed by the young plants.

Thus, the seedlings nourished with Nitroform—whether turfgrass, trees, ornamentals, or other plants—have a steady supply of nitrogen, develop strong root systems, and get a good start as healthy plants.

Nitroform nitrogen comes in two forms. Granular Blue Chip® is easy to apply for dry applications; Powder Blue* can be applied dry or sprayed on as a wettable powder. Ask your Nitroform supplier for recommended rates, or write: Turf & Horticultural Products, Synthetics Department, Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Delaware 19899.
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Graffis Swing

continued from page 10

million, subject to approval by voters' referendum . . . Open now is the rebuilt Alameda, Calif., municipal 18, which is named in honor of the late Earl Fry who was professional at the course since its opening in 1927 until his death in 1964 . . . Desmond Muirhead of Sarazen, Muirhead and Caldwell modernized the original 18 . . . The second 18 is unchanged . . . Muirhead also designed Quail Lake CC near San Jacinto, Calif., owned by Frank and Franklyn Motte, an 18 recently opened.

William Messenger, Camden (N.J.) County parks superintendent, is building the 18-hole course in New Brooklyn Park to open in October, scheduled use of county equipment and labor during otherwise non-working time . . . Over two years he built for $85,000 a course estimated in 1963 to require $250,000 . . . The $85,000 includes waterpipe, topsoil, fertilizer, seed, mowers and other equipment and accessories . . . Never a dull moment for county equipment and work-ment in those two years.

Argument in San Francisco suburban Walnut Creek about whether a local architect or an architect experienced with clubhouses should design the clubhouse for the city's new municipal course . . . Whoever gets the job probably will be driven half-nutty by a city official who doesn't know what it's all about . . . Anyway, that happens in most private club jobs.

Bill Casper was awarded the Radix trophy for 1966 in a ceremony prior to

continued on page 76

Editor’s Note

Due to the sudden death of Miss Barbara Kitson Grau on August 5th, who was the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Fred V. Grau of College Park, Md., Dr. Grau's column, Grau's Answers to Turf Questions, will not appear this month.

Order Now for Winter Play!

CUSTOM MADE FOR YOUR COURSE

New, big 18" markers. Unusual and attractive. Die embossed steel with heavy baked enamel finish.

Set of 9 . . . . . . . . . . $ 51.75
Set of 18 . . . . . . . . . . 103.50
5½ ft. posts . . . . . . . . ea. 1.50

All-in-One. 14" x 7". White letters on green background. Die embossed steel with permanent finish.

Set of 9 . . . . . . . . . . $ 44.00
Set of 18 . . . . . . . . . . 88.00
(Please incl. 26" stakes, bolts, nuts.)

10" x 7" White on Green. Speeds play! Protects your course! Only 1.60 ea.

Most economical tee markers you can buy! Sturdy 10" x 7" die embossed steel with baked enamel finish. Replacements always in stock.

Hole Numbers . . . . . . 1.60 ea.
Yardage Signs . . . . . . 1.50 ea.
Stop fairway disease with the "30-day wallop"

Cadmineate delivers lowest-cost protection from tee to flag

Now you can protect tees, greens and fairways for half the cost of spraying with ordinary fungicidal chemicals. Once over with Mallinckrodt Cadmineate, gives you up to 30 days of protection against dollar spot, red thread, copper spot and other diseases—for only about $12.00 per acre!

At the 1/2 oz. rate, a mere 28¢ worth of Cadmineate covers a full 1,000 square feet. Its long-term control saves you the cost of five or six repeat sprayings.

And many superintendents have found Cadmineate great against snow mold, too. One 3 oz. late fall application provides winter-long protection.

So if you'd like acre after acre of lush, healthy turf, get our "30-day wallop." Call your Mallinckrodt distributor for Cadmineate.
Change jobs!—That's what a club manager may have to do if he doesn’t have what it takes to influence his members.

The only way a manager can motivate the members of his club to use their facilities and to participate in club activities is through the channels of communications he has established over the years. The wise manager takes advantage of every opportunity to devise new means of communicating and improving on old useful techniques.

The club executive who stays is the one who finds ways. Ways to get his membership to attend dances, luncheons, fashion shows or stags that should have succeeded last year—but proved otherwise.

You can analyze, study, review and evaluate until you know just what went wrong with the last club function. But, unless you can convince the members that the next one will be the one they have to attend your work will have been completely wasted.

Just what are the best channels of communication? Exactly how do you make sure that the members get the message? These are questions that have challenged club managers since the first club hired the first professional club administrator, back in 1796.

Here are several general rules that all successful managers follow:

1) Get attention!—Nothing is read until it’s seen. The average club member is challenged by a daily deluge of mail and the club’s flyer or news bulletin is only one of many competing for his attention. Color attracts the eye. Use it—in envelopes, ink and paper stock. Put it to work for you in table tents, posters and in any displays.

2) Keep it simple!—Most of us look for the line of least resistance; we’re inclined to do the easy things first. Club members are no exception. Make it easy for them to read your communication.

Use short words, sentences, and paragraphs. Leave plenty of white space; keep away from complicated type faces and distracting design. Avoid passive passages, confusing words and faltering phrases.

3) Use your imagination!—Look for new ways to get your message across. Ideas like Shaker Heights Country Club’s “Holiday Booklet,” listing seasonal events; the “Evaluation Cards” that Fort Collins Country Club uses to get feedback on club events from their members are two excellent examples of this.

The oversize, permanent calendars that many clubs hang in their golf shops make ideal message boards, as do placemats, food checks and menus.

Show your members their patronage is appreciated. When was the last time you included a thank you note with the member’s dues invoice, thanking him for using the club—and at the same time, reminding him about next month’s stag?

Only two kinds of people like flat-tery, men and women, so don’t forget the ladies. Make it a point to write a note thanking the hostess who had that party last night for using the club for her entertaining—and suggest she might want to reserve a table at the next dinner dance for another group.

4) Plan!—Don’t wait until the last minute to announce a special event. Members plan their calendars weeks, even months in advance...the last minute flyer won’t get many of these. Then too, it always looks just like what it is, a rush job!

continued on page 62
Familiarity breeds content.

You see so many more Ford tractors because there are more Fords. For years, Ford has been first choice in tractors for business and industry. • So what? So this: more operators are familiar with Ford tractors and equipment. You might say that familiarity breeds content. Operators like them, know how to get the most out of them. • Equally important, more tools and equipment are made especially for use with Ford tractors. • More mechanics know how to service Fords. (What little servicing they need.) • More trained dealers sell them. More rental yards supply them. • And now here's a better idea from Ford Tractor. Intervals between routine servicing have been doubled and even tripled. This means less downtime. • Ford tractors traditionally bring higher resale value. • Doesn't all of this make a new Ford tractor your safest long-term investment? • See your Ford tractor dealer. He sells contentment in ten models. • Ford Tractor Division, 2500 East Maple Road, Birmingham, Michigan 48012.
Now is the time for the club professional to lay out a sure program for a successful selling season in 1968. An avalanche of salesmen is coming to knock on your door, and with it begins the toughest job you have, but one that, if handled correctly from a buying standpoint, can be the most profitable time you spend with each salesman all year.

When you consider that in the next few months you have to plan your merchandising program for the 10 most profitable months of your operation, then you simply must say to your good member who wants to play golf with you, that you have a most important job to do — that is, solidly your profit picture for the year.

The cost of living, prices, employees' salaries and all services tendered you go up every season. Therefore, you are definitely faced with the prospect of having to make more money next year than in past seasons.

First of all, check out how you are allocating space in your pro shop — how much space you devote to clubs, bags, balls, gloves, men's and ladies' apparel, shoes. This is called "budgeting" your shop space.

Simply stated, it means this: every square foot of space should be stocked to get the top dollar profit-wise for the coming season, knowing all the while that quite a bit of merchandise that you will order will have to be held in abeyance in your stock or storage room.

I have felt for some time that too much space on the pro shop floor has been used for golf clubs and bags and that none of it helps the volume of sales. I also feel that this type of display in selling golf equipment leads your customers to believe that the merchandise can be bargained for, because it looks like you have too much inventory on the floor itself — which you actually do. I would like to state emphatically that golf clubs and bags should be sold from the "professional standpoint," meaning simply that your customer only wants to buy clubs from you if these clubs will help improve his golf game.

Of course, there's just one way to prove it and that is to take the customer out to the practice tee with a variety of clubs with different specifications and then let him prove it to himself by hitting balls under your expert tutelage.

When golf clubs are sold from that standpoint then there is absolutely no bickering or asking for discounts on that equipment. The equipment proves to the player that it will improve his game and neither price nor brand is much object in this instance.

Of course, you should have a back-up inventory of clubs, bags and balls, but I
feel that you put too much of your money in that category at the start.

Many of you buy for at least three or four month’s supply and this is completely needless. Every large manufacturer of golf equipment has warehouses stationed all over the country, so why not use those warehouses to supply you with extra needed merchandise. I would recommend a two months’ supply of golf equipment on hand — and no more.

If you find you now allocate one-third of your space to clubs, and bags another one-third, then only the remaining third can be allocated to apparel, which, excluding ball sales, can well account for 60-70 per cent of your total business. By cutting down this equipment space on your floor, you will have room for items that ring the cash register every day — apparel and boutique merchandise.

This type of merchandise is not sold particularly from a professional suggestion on your part. It is fashion goods — and you must show fashion to sell. It must be shown in all its beauty in the colors, sizes that it comes in and displayed in a very colorful, coordinated manner. You must budget space for it so you have room for “open selling.”

So, study your past season’s records. Recall what was over- and what was under-inventoried. Figure out what you could have sold a lot more of if you had had it on hand at the time it was needed. Then budget your shop space and set up your displays accordingly.

In the actual buying of merchandise for the coming season, one good, hard rule should be adhered to: You can’t mean all things to all people. Take plenty of time buying, but learn to say “No” to good salesmen whose merchandise does not fit your shop, and does not sell. This is the first thing a store buyer is taught. Don’t feel you have to give a little business to everyone, or buy because the salesman is a “nice guy.”

Your statement to the customer when selling merchandise must prove conclusively to him that you feel that this particular item was the best. You do this by showing you have bought it for your inventory and have stocked it deep in colors and sizes.

Your biggest store in town would never have over one supplier’s $100 suit of clothes. It feels that this particular brand of clothing in its price range is the best that money can buy. As a matter of fact, these stores fight for the exclusive right to sell this product in the town. In many cases, they have to show their merchandising ability to be able to buy it for their store.

In buying men’s and women’s apparel for the pro shop the same holds true. You have to be able to tell your customer which, in your opinion, is the best $10 shirt for your male members or the best $15 pair of shorts for your lady members. Again, you prove this by showing that this is what you’ve got in stock on the floor in a variety of sizes and colors — all in that manufacturer’s brand name.

If you do this, you’ll be following the successful merchandising methods of the retail giants — and they should know. When they need a fine Orlon shirt for $10 they seek the best for that price. Having settled on the supplier for service, they boost the supplier’s name to the customer, by all-out promotion and teaching their sales staff to tell the customer that this shirt is the best $10 Orlon shirt made. This is the only thing they will buy in
that price range of goods.

In contrast, the pro will all too often pick four $10 Orlon shirts from four different suppliers. He buys a small amount from each of them, in the three or four best-selling colors, and all "in the middle." He then has no range of colors or sizes and he cannot say "this is the best $10 shirt made," because he has four of them displayed to the customer!

The pro buys and sells golf clubs the same way. He often has 10 different brands on display. The customer goes to the pro feeling that the pro should know all about golf equipment. When the pro leaves the choice to the customer, it's confusing to the man who doesn't know. Also, by displaying all these clubs, the pro gives the impression that the clubs are going to be sold pricewise, or bargained for. The results is thrown-away sales.

The pro must mean something to his member as regards the products he sells. As regards golf equipment, he is likely to be on some manufacturer's staff. In my estimation, this is where he should put the bulk of his buying.

Look at it this way. You are playing that particular product. You know it's the best that money can buy. This is what your customer wants to hear from you—complete assurance that the product is the best. Take him to the practice tee and prove it to him there.

You unquestionably want to have on hand a certain number of other famous manufacturers' products, but this should be done with token buying only, to show the models that are available.

The same holds true in your shoe program. What you feel is the best buy for your member is what you definitely should lay in thick and heavy. You cannot afford to buy a run of sizes on a certain shoe that someone in the past asked for and which you didn't have. Take the path of proven success — stock deeply what your members like and what you like.

Above all in buying, "beware of Greeks bearing gifts." This is an out and out offer of consignment by certain suppliers who unquestionably have found out that their merchandise cannot be sold at the regular price and on the terms that best — selling merchandise is offered to you.

What this firm is asking you to do is to sell their merchandise for them — they have no success on their own. They want to use up your precious display space. This is very poor business on your part. These people should be experts on selling that merchandise. Yet, they fail. How can you expect to do it successfully for them — and why should you?

Let me strongly urge you, in conclusion, to stay in business the year round. Consider very strongly taking in one-third of your purchases, both equipment and apparel, in time for Christmas business. This, of course, applies to the northern areas and not to those areas open 12 months a year which should take all their merchandise in at the earliest time possible. The northern accounts should take in the other two-thirds of their purchases no later than February 1. I feel that you can increase your business 20 per cent by doing this.

Also, don't forget the tremendous business of the customer going away to play in the winter. If you've got the latest in equipment and fashions, he'd rather buy it all from you.
Power-Bilts for '68

The entire line of Power-Bilts for '68 is new. New grips, new finishes, new head designs, new face inserts. Just about everything is new with Power-Bilts for '68. When your Power-Bilt representative calls on you, look the new line over carefully — you're gonna' like what you see.

You think '67 was a great Power-Bilt year? Just wait til '68!

HILLERICH & BRADSBY CO., P. O. BOX 506, LOUISVILLE, KY. 40201
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...add your own loving care

Call it what you will... it's a cinch that TORO can help you get the best turf grass at the lowest cost. You start with TORO Turf-Care Specialists who'll show you how.

1. How TORO automatic sprinkling equipment will save you money, both in terms of initial installation economy and long-term.

A TORO Exclusive: the Valve-in-Head Sprinkler. Sprinkler and valve in one economical unit! Gives you individually-controlled sprinklers at a real savings. Also makes conversion of non-automatic sprinkling equipment to a TORO system easy and economical.

Grow it...
with TORO Sprinklers